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Relax as gentle and reassuring voices take you into higher states of awareness. Connect through

meditation with Isis, who can assist you in reclaiming your spiritual power, ancient wisdom and

past-life abilities. Each of these four meditations creates a point of light in your energy field with your

Higher Self shining like a Sun at the apex, forming a pyramid of light around you. The pyramid of

light grounds your Higher Self into this physical reality so you can live your divine destiny this

lifetime and be all that you are in truth. Blessings to you, beloved, Isis honours your light and helps

you shine true.  4 tracks, Running time: 74 mins
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Alana Fairchild is the singing, dancing spiritual teacher from Australia. With students all around the

world, Alana shares a message of love from the Divine Mother in all her many

facesÃ¢â‚¬â€¢compassionate and fierce, protective and wildÃ¢â‚¬â€¢through unique events and

her highly successful oracle decks, books and meditation CDs published through Blue Angel.

Alana's great passion is the human soulÃ¢â‚¬â€¢protecting it, awakening it, igniting it with divine

fire, so that each individual being can fulfil their potential and live the beautiful, creative, unique life

that they were born to live. You can visit Alana's official online home at www.alanafairchild.com.

I am a initiate within the Isisian Rite, found this meditation Cd to be very helpful in creating a closer

bond with my deity Goddess Isis.



I am using this along with other spiritual work with Isis. Quite helpful and Alana's voice is beautiful. I

have been a ritual magician for 10 years and have worked with Isis much of that time. However

these meditations expanded my vision and work in a very meaningful way. Excellent.

Highly recommend it. Takes you on amazing journeys to reclaim parts of your self and to become in

acceptance of all that you are and have been.

Absolutely incredible, very powerful! I put it on my computer then my mp3.I love her voice and

energy.Thank you Alana for the wonderful gift. Blessed Be

I love the meditations.

I liked it. It brought me closer to her and I felt empowered. Thank you for it.

I have to agree with the reviewer who gave this CD one star that the music and voiceover was

distracting. Overall, the meditations are very nice, some are powerful, but the delivery was difficult.

The music was a bit overpowering (should have been a background accompaniment) and I had a

really hard time with the author's voice. Maybe it was her Australian accent, but I was distracted by

it enough that it was hard to focus on the message. I think this was an excellent try, but a few things

need to be tweaked.

Love the product. Worth every penny.
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